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In response to the comment by Victor Van Cakenberghe (published in BZN 58: 230–231) I make the following observations:

1. There is still no unambiguous morphological criterion by which bats from the 45 kHz and 55 kHz phonic types can be distinguished. The phalanx ratios described by Cabrera (1904) are not statistically different. Hence the lectotype and many of the ‘other specimens’ of *Pipistrellus p. mediterraneus* referred to by Van Cakenberghe are of doubtful identity, and this can only be resolved at present by the use of molecular markers. Although I accept that the lectotype of *P. p. mediterraneus* is likely to be a 55 kHz bat, at present its identity has not been confirmed and the use of this name may not, in any case, provide for a stable nomenclature over time. I am also concerned about the validity of many of the other specimens identified as *P. p. mediterraneus* in collections throughout the world.

2. The case of *Scotophilus* highlighted by Van Cakenberghe is a good example of the confusion caused through instability created by changes in nomenclature. Statements such as ‘Thus prior to 1978 *S. nigrita* referred to the largest African form and subsequent references (probably) refer to the middle-sized form’ show how confusion can be created, and, in that case, the confusion continues today.